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Introducing a range of workshop cleaning 
tools, including brooms, mops, buckets, 
and world’s most loved vacuum cleaners 

from Numatic in the UK.
The star studded line-up includes James, Henry and George all no-nonsense
vacuum cleaners with a cheeky grin that are perfect for workshop owners.

James 
The Numatic James JVP180 is the frugal member of the 
family. Providing both professional cleaning results and 
great value. Replacing the mains cable could not be easier 
due to the plugged cable system. 

Cable storage is taken care of with on board cable storage. 
It also features a 10M power cable and an 8L drum. When 
finished the Numatic James JVP180 packs away nicely due 
to the on board wand and floor tool storage.

Henry 
Numatic high efficiency (A rated) long
life motor giving exceptional power.
The 10-metre cable storage and rewind
system is a work of art, trouble free and
spring free, and it keeps everything neat
and tidy. 

The generous Tritex filter system makes
sure that what goes in stays in, and giant
high efficiency HepaFlo dust bags are 
really clean and easy for emptying.

George 
George is the all-in-one 
vacuum for any situation. 

Dry vacuum, wet vacuum 
and carpet extraction all-
in-one machine.
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EDCO Platform Broom Head 
600mm - Soft Fill

EDCO Platform Broom Head 
600mm - Medium Fill

EDCO Neoprene Floor Squeegee 
600mm

EDCO Tuf Bamboo Handle 
1.5m x 25mm

EDCO Dust Pan & Brush Set - BLUE Universal Thread Adaptor

EDCO 16 Litre Wringer Bucket - BLUE EDCO Enduro Mop - BLUE EDCO Aluminium Handle - BLUE 
1.5m x 25mm

EDCO Squeeze Mop Bucket - BLUE EDCO Dual Action Window Washer
BLACK 
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